Ruth van Baak Griffioen: Excerpts from W&M Student Evaluations 2006-2007

Introduction to Tonal Theory (MUS 101)

"Professor Griffioen is an amazing professor. I took piano for 6 years and I still managed to learn a great deal that I didn't know. Thanks for a great semester."

"Professor Griffioen made what would have been a very mundane and simplistic course interesting and as enjoyable as an 8:30am class can be. Her historical references to the evolution of music served to both intrigue me and give me a firmer grasp on the trends of music theory. She clearly worked very hard to make the material as clear as possible and was always available for help."

"Professor Griffioen makes Music 101 both very informative and enjoyable. She is always interested in helping students do their best and has creative ideas to help them learn. I look forward to taking more of her classes. Also, the course seems to cover the right amount of material, move at a good pace, and effectively prepare students (and encourage them!) to move on to Music 201."

"I thought that the daily quizzes were an excellent way to make sure that we attended class. I missed class one time when we weren't having one, and on the next class' quiz I didn't do so well. I have been to every class since, and her wonderful teaching has been invaluable in helping me understand the material (especially when it became increasingly challenging toward the end of the semester!). She comes with my highest recommendation!"

Early Music Ensemble (MUS E17)

"I loved how every rehearsal turned into a mini history lesson. Knowing about the pieces we played in Early Music Ensemble helped us to perform them better. Ruth really demonstrates her enthusiasm for early music. I appreciated the effort she took to remember to give me extra pieces to work on, as well as her encouragement as I learned a new instrument."

"I can't imagine life without EME!!"

"Professor Griffioen is hands-down my favorite professor at the College. She loves her work, loves what she does, and especially enjoys working with young people. Her interest, excitement, and commitment to music is truly inspiring. There are few professors I have seen who work like she does, someone who goes above and beyond the call of duty on a daily basis, and all the while do it with a smile and a daily renewed zeal for her work. I would recommend Prof. Griffioen to anyone interested in getting involved with Music at William & Mary."

Ruth van Baak Griffioen: Excerpts from W&M evaluations 1994-2004

S94 MUS 113 (Western Art Music)

"This is definitely one of the best courses I've taken at this school. Not only have I learned basic music concepts and techniques, I've also learned how to appreciate a wider variety of music. The material was presented in an easy-to-understand manner through in-class discussions and also visual demonstrations. Professor Griffioen was incredible and I hope she continues teaching this course."
"Displayed much enthusiasm for music and a full understanding of its historical context. Cared more about her subject than any other professor I had this semester."

"My favorite class this semester, and second in my years here only to American Vernacular Music. Keep her! William & Mary needs more professors not so involved with their own knowledge, but with the teaching itself. Prof. Griffioen can teach."

"Outstanding strengths—it was a surprise to find that she was new because she has such a good grasp of music and that shows in her teaching. Her class is a delight. She makes it so interesting for all of us that it is really worth waking up early for."

"I've never had a professor show so much enthusiasm for the material in a course or concern for really getting the students to understand it."

**F94 MUS 113 (Western Art Music)**

"The strength of this course lies in the professor. The professor is interesting, approachable, easy to understand and explains concepts very well. Lectures are great fun to attend...I like classical music now and have actually bought CDs of it. This is a class I've recommended to all my friends and I've even convinced a punk-metal fan to sign up."

"Prof. Griffioen is a creative, thoughtful professor. She always finds new ways to present us the music. I thoroughly enjoyed this class."

**S95 MUS 113 (History of Western Music)**

"I've gotten so much out of this course, both in terms of knowledge and enjoyment, and I think that Prof. Griffioen did a wonderful job teaching it. She is simply an excellent teacher who enjoys teaching and conveying her enjoyment to her students. I look forward to taking more courses by Prof. Griffioen."

"Energetic and charismatic; one of a few professors at this school who truly bring their feelings about what they are teaching to the classroom. THANK YOU: she made me consider being a music major and I can't say thank you enough."

"I was doing poorly in this course and she spent a good deal of time helping me with the material. One of my most caring teachers to date."

"Professor Griffioen brings great energy, knowledge, and a love for music to this course...Professor Griffioen is a marvelous teacher with a very engaging style; she is never boring, even when the subject material is. Give her a raise! Give her tenure!"

"Professor Griffioen really draws on elements of art, culture, and personality to illustrate and convey the course material, which I find to be a very effective way of teaching. Sometimes it seems as though the class turns into a multi-media presentation! Prof. Griffioen teaches with a very exuberant style, and I am impressed by the passion and scrutiny she brings to this class."

"Unlike many other female teachers I've had in the past 4 yrs, Prof. Griffioen is mature enough not to focus on the feminist movement within her area of expertise...too many Area I teachers tend to push their own beliefs on us, so I appreciate it when a professor goes out of their way to teach us what to look for and not just how they think we should be interpreting it...She encouraged me to learn/hear more about her subject matter, which is the highest compliment I can pay a professor."
"This is the course I have been waiting to take for 4 years at W&M and Professor Griffioen is the professor I’ve been waiting to have...I am recommending her and this class to everyone."

S95 MUS 391 (Senior Thesis)

"The professor was very helpful, particularly in research techniques and motivation. The only weaknesses are that she stretched me a bit thin and led me in directions I didn’t necessarily want to go. As a result, I couldn’t cover what I initially wanted to cover in as much depth as I wanted to. But overall, she was an invaluable resource as an advisor (and friend), and the course was an immensely rewarding experience."

S96 MUS 213 (History of Western Music)

"Mrs. Griffioen is an excellent teacher with a strong command of her music. Her love of music as well as her joy of teaching has shown through the entire semester. Her voice (singing) and piano playing had helped me numerous times throughout this semester understand certain pieces. As a second semester senior I took this course for pure enjoyment---and it was. I have quickly developed a love of classical music. P.S. I love that she plays the music LOUD."

"Both the class & the professor are fantastic; this has been my favorite class so far at W&M."

"Wonderful professor with a fantastic enthusiasm for music which she passes on to her students. She makes the information accessible to musicians and non-musicians alike."

"I was impressed with the way Prof. Griffioen was able to tie so many works together---she is respectful toward students & has a great sense of humor."

S96 MUS 381 (Medieval & Renaissance Music)

"I was challenged so much in this course by the wealth of information presented (almost 10 centuries), and learned so many wonderful things. It was exhilarating to study a piece in depth and suddenly have it come into focus and make sense. Prof. Griffioen’s excitement and love of the subject came across in every piece and musical genre we studied. I can’t wait to take the Baroque music class in the fall."

"Prof. Griffioen rocks our world! This class was wonderful & Prof. Griffioen has demonstrated an exceptional knowledge & command of the material--her enthusiasm & passion are contagious! At times, it seemed she had a little too much to say, which made some of the lectures less cohesive---erring on the side of having too much knowledge, however, isn’t such a bad thing."

"Professor Griffioen did an excellent job in this class: her love for the subject matter really shone through. Her expectations were challenging and the tests bordered on impossible."

Professor Griffioen was extremely knowledgeable about the course material, even making discoveries of her own throughout the course. She also has shown a true appreciation for the material and never displayed disinterest [sic] in the subject. In addition, she was always available to answer questions, during and after class. By far, she is the finest professor I have had in this department."

"Keep her, please! She is one of my & lots of other students' favorite professors!"

"This is a difficult course with a demanding workload, but the professor makes it seem worthwhile and is able to generate enthusiasm."
F96 MUS 383 (Baroque & Classical Music)

"Ruth Griffioen is one of the best professors I’ve had here at William and Mary. I hope to be able to take another class with her next year. The worksheets on the listening made a big difference this semester—I think I will be able to remember much of what we covered even in the years to come. Thanks! Ruth Griffioen's enthusiasm and love for her subject have fostered my appreciation of various types of music immensely."

"Prof. Griffioen is a tremendous teacher. She brings excitement and happiness into the classroom and her pure enjoyment of music rubs off on all her students. Thank you, professor, for opening my eyes to this music!"

"I felt like the worksheets, although a pain in the ass, taught me more than any textbook could. I also thought videos showing modern renditions of music which seems ice ages old was helpful, esp. "Don Giovanni in the ghetto. Professor Griffioen is fabulous! I truly enjoyed every day & I felt like her love of the subject matter rubbed off on everyone. Assignments were fairly graded & she was ALWAYS ready to help."

"Professor Griffioen is an exciting teacher and genuinely concerned for her students."

"Professor Griffioen is incredible. Her enthusiasm, energy, & unbelievable command of the material make her second to none in this department."

"What can I say? She’s a wonderful, brilliant, charismatic professor!!"

MUS E17 (Early Music Ensemble - Instrumental)

"Ruth Griffioen is a wonderful professor. I am always amazed at how knowledgeable she is, and yet how unpretentious she is. I'm learning so much from her." (F94)

"Prof. Griffioen is invaluable—this has been the best course I’ve taken this semester!" (F94)

"The Early Music Ensemble is not just a performance ensemble—it is a learning experience which I am very sorry I didn't have the opportunity to draw on earlier. Please keep it around & support it, and support Prof. Griffioen in her efforts to teach & manage this ensemble." (S95)

"The performance of Early Music requires academic preparation in addition to musical preparation. Prof. Griffioen and the other musicians who assist with the group are particularly good at incorporating the academic aspects of the music into rehearsals. I have learned more about music as a whole while in this course than I have in any other ensemble or course. This ensemble provided me with a great deal of room for expansion. I plan to continue in this ensemble until I graduate." (S95)

"I count the Early Music Ensemble as the highlight of my freshman year here at William and Mary, and this group is one of the main reasons I have loved making music here so much. I am eagerly looking forward to the fall. Thanks you!!" (S95)

"She remains focused until the job is done and encourages us to practice to perfection. She is extremely dedicated & knowledgeable in the field and this enthusiasm emanates in the classroom. I felt motivated to do well." (F95)

"Prof. Griffioen is highly dedicated to the success of this ensemble. She shows incredible command of Med & Ren music. She is highly effective in rehearsal and shows a lot of respect
for the students she works with. She is by far the most effective and pleasant conductor I've ever worked with (I have been under many conductors for the past thirteen years.) The only weakness I see is our lack of funding..." (F95)

"Prof. Griffioen is a lot of fun to work with and is amazingly knowledgeable about Early Music. She's also very proficient on all the instruments. She's great!" (S96)

"The ensemble gives students a chance to perform & learn about music that is not often performed in other groups. Concert programs are always well chosen, and include the highest quality of music so performers and audience alike get a taste of the best early music has to offer. Prof. Griffioen gives an enormous amount of time & effort to the ensemble, and her enthusiasm inspires us all." (S96)

"I love this course--I'm going to take it all four years!" (S96)

"Ruth Griffioen has been an absolutely wonderful professor to work with. She is constructive, gives credit & praise when due and fosters team spirit in the group. I cannot say enough in praise of her." (S96)

"Another fantastic semester!" (S96)

"Excellent command of subject matter. Went "above & beyond the call of duty" in helping students prepare for performances." (F96)

(Most of my evaluations from 1997 and S98 are missing as an aftereffect of a house renovation)

**MUS 150W (J.S. Bach)**

"Professor Griffioen's enthusiasm for Bach is contagious and the class was never boring and always worthwhile." (S95)

"I found this course very rewarding & altogether challenging. I would recommend it to anyone and I am sure I will remember taking the course for years to come. Professor Griffioen is a friend and I have the utmost esteem for her. She makes the course material inviting and I was consequently very enthusiastic about the class." (S95)

"Professor Griffioen is the best professor I've ever had. Not only does she have an amazing command of the subject material, but she also has an infectious enthusiasm which makes us students want to learn and put forth even extra effort outside of class." (F95)

"The professor was amazing. Her enthusiasm for the material made the course interesting & exciting. She presented it well & made me feel my comments in class were appreciated & helpful to discussion. I would recommend this course to anyone interested in music, not just Bach." (F95)

"This course is fantastic! It was my favorite class, despite the 8 AM time slot, because I learned so much and had fun doing it too. Dr. Griffioen is a wonderful professor---friendly, accessible, and knowledgeable." (F96)

"This was my favorite course of the semester. I learned a great deal about Bach and his music and was interested in the course material. Professor Griffioen is always available for help and shows her concern for her students." (F96)

**Mus W15/25/35/45 (Recorder Lessons)**
"This is by far my favorite course at the college. I learned so much from Professor Griffioen. I wish I had realized it was offered my 2 years here. But I plan on taking Recorder for my last 3 semesters."

"Patience is a great quality she has."

"Another wonderful semester studying with Ruth. Not only is she an excellent recorder teacher, but each lesson sinvolves a history lesson to go with the music we are playing! One of my favorite courses at the College."

"Course is great. Prof. Griffioen has a good, well-organized idea of what the progression through the recorder repertoire should be. Plenty of on-hand music to choose from for juries, etc."